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Item 1 of the provisional agenda

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Adoption of the agenda and other organizational matters
   (Documentation: provisional agenda, list of
documentation and tentative schedule of discussion)

2. Strengthening international statistical cooperation
   (a) The review of the global statistical system and the
   evolving role of the statistical service in
   international organizations
   (Documentation: draft of the report prepared by the
   United Nations Statistical Office on the global
   statistical system; oral reports from international
   organizations on the role and function of their
   statistical services in those organizations, including
   their role and relationships within the international
   statistical community)
   (b) Policies and practices in the international
   organizations concerning adjusting nationally supplied
   data
   (Documentation: report of GATT on the treatment of
   adjustments in international trade statistics;
observations on the GATT report and the issues in
   general by interested organizations; relevant part of
   the report of the United Nations Statistical Office on
   the review of the global statistical system; report by
   EUROSTAT addressing statistical implications of the
   Single Market of the EEC)

3. Statistical implications of developments in transition
   countries
   (Documentation: report of the Inter-Secretariat Group
   of international organizations on statistical
   cooperation with Eastern and Central European
   countries; oral reports on statistical priorities in
   the transition countries and adaptation of
   international standards for transition countries)

4. Revision of the System of National Accounts (SNA)
   (Documentation: oral report of the Inter-Secretariat
   Working Group on National Accounts)
5. Coordination of technical cooperation in statistics

   (a) Coordination issues involved in strategies for statistical development in Africa
       (Documentation: reports of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and other interested agencies)

   (b) Implications for technical cooperation in statistics of changes in United Nations Development
       Programme (UNDP) and United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) policies relating to project execution and
       agency support costs
       (Documentation: reports from organizations)

   (c) Other matters, including the UNFPA Technical Support Services System
       (Documentation: discussion on important issues as necessary)

6. Human development issues

   (a) UNDP Human Development Report
       (Documentation: oral report prepared by UNDP)

   (b) Other matters including monitoring achievement of social goals
       (Documentation: discussion on important issues as necessary)

7. Coordination of ongoing statistical programmes
   (Documentation: discussion on important issues as necessary including the International Comparison
   Programme and procedures for adopting joint international statistical standards among two or more agencies)

8. Base year for international statistics
   (Documentation: report of GATT on rebasing external trade indexes; oral reports from interested
   organizations)

   (Documentation: oral reports)

10. Other business

11. Adoption of the report of the Sub-Committee on its twenty-sixth session